
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Growth Mindset 

We continue to promote ‘My Happy Mind’ in class and 
the learning powers. On our school website, you will 
find further information about both of these also. 
Building a growth mindset, rather than a fixed one, 
has encouraged our pupils to not give up when they 
fail. Instead, they turn this into a learning 
opportunity, and this becomes a valuable life skill in 
turn. They will continue to build on this in year 4. 

Learning Powers / Dojo Masters / Rewards 

Each week, we celebrate a pupil who has shown 
particular moments of strength or talent in a learning 
power area. In addition, we keep track of points 
earned on ClassDojo and the pupil with the most 
points by the end of the week will be awarded a Dojo 
Master certificate in recognition. Praise will also be 
given to pupils who achieved high scores through the 
week. 

Equally, the end of the week is a time to celebrate 
many things including spelling scores, our ‘fun fight’ 
against the Superhero Times-Tables and handing out 
the latest NumBots or Rockstars certificates. 

Times Table Rockstars / Numbots 

If your pupil does not have a login, or you cannot 
recall the login details, please contact me. Our pupils 
have also found the sister site ‘Numbots’ to be 
particularly useful in reinforcing general maths basic 
skills, and you may use the same log-in for this. 

Welcome back to the final term in Year 3 😊😊 
This term we will be historians again as we travel into 

the distant past of Ancient Egypt… ooh mummy!  

Class Dojo 

As always, please contact me via ClassDojo but general 
messages should be addressed to our school office 
(contact details at the end of this newsletter). Any 
work done at home, or noteworthy events outside of 
school, can always be posted to your child’s portfolio 
for us to share and celebrate with their classmates. 

Homework 

Your child will receive a Homework Overview based 
around a curriculum area each half-term. It will 
explain the choices for home learning that can take 
place and one piece may be uploaded to Class Dojo 
portfolio ready for every Thursday. Full details will be 
on the Homework Overview and work will be 
celebrated each week. 

Each half-term, your child will also receive a half-
termly spelling list. This shows which spellings your 
child will be tested on each week. These spellings 
should be practiced regularly for the weekly spelling 
test. Some pupils may be given bespoke lists for 
supporting where they are at with their spellings. 

Weekly homework should also include some time to 
work on Times-Table Rockstars or similar online 
platform your teacher may have given them login 
access to. A small amount often will have a positive 
impact on their confidence and progress. 
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Contact 
Information 

Email: 
admin@nantwichprimaryacademy.co.uk 

Phone 
01270 902055 

Website: 
http://nantwichprimaryacademy.co.uk 

Year 3 Summer Curriculum 2021 
 

RE / PSHE 
Our RE focus will look closely at Jesus and The Bible 
over the summer term, as we look to cover a large part 
of content from Christianity, before moving on to study 
other religions, such as Islam, in year 4 for comparison. 
In PSHE we will continue to use our Votes For Schools 
issues each week which provide invaluable opportunities 
for discussion around many areas that affect our lives. 
 

Computing 
In computing, we’ll move on from Branching Databases 
and begin to look at programming and in particular, 
sequences in music. Also, we’ll build on our knowledge of 
making events and actions. As always, we’ll continue to 
build on the children’s awareness of e-safety issues and 
acceptable use. 

 

Reminders 
 
Reading diaries/Reading books 
Please remember that we will allow the children to 
change their reading books each Monday and Friday and 
use this opportunity to check through their diaries. 
Reading regularly at home will have a significant impact 
on the number of words your child will meet and have a 
knock-on effect on the quality of their writing, speech, 
and creative ideas. 
 

STEM 
Opportunities through special days or activities linked 
across the curriculum will help your child develop as an 
‘engineer’. STEM stands for Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Mathematics. Combining these skills 
will give them valuable skills for the short and long-
term future. 
 

Snack 
Snack is available, through online payment in advance 
(required for the whole week). As prices may change, 
see our website or contact the school office directly 
for further details. 
 

PE Kit / School Uniform 
Full details can be found on our school website of the 
required PE kit and School Uniform for boys and girls, 
accessed via buttons on our main homepage. Under 
current guidance, children will come to school on PE 
days already dressed in their PE kits. If this advice 
changes, school will update families. Our PE days at the 
start of term are Thursdays and Fridays. If this 
changes in the future, I will let you all know via 
ClassStory messages on ClassDojo.  
 

Kind regards, 
Mr Bebbington & Mrs Hassall 
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English / Guided Reading 
This term we’re reading ‘The Time-Travelling Cat and the 
Egyptian Goddess’ by Julia Jarman and only a few chapters 
in the children are loving it! We’ll use it to boost our 
confidence in answering reading comprehension questions 
each week, and to find new words to learn. In turn, this text 
will provide lots of rich writing opportunities that will link in 
with our Ancient Egypt topic, and help us get really ready 
for our time as writers in Year 4 next year. 
 

Maths 
In mathematics we will have a real focus on fractions, and 
lead this into tenths as decimals. We’ll look at equivalent 
fractions, comparing, ordering, adding and subtracting them 
as well. We’ll dip into time, and finish the summer with some 
lovely work in shape as well as measuring mass and capacity. 
Add to this weekly fluency sessions and basic skills sessions, 
and there will be lots to explore in this fun subject. 
 

Science 
Science in the summertime means ‘light!’ – we’ll examine this 
area in more detail and understand that we need light to 
see, and that it reflects from surfaces. We’ll explore 
shadows and learn how they’re formed. We’ll also learn 
about how to keep our eyes safe from powerful direct light 
sources, such as the sun and how we can protect our eyes. 
 
 

Geography / History / Art / DT 
Lots of humanitarian skills will come through our Ancient 
Egypt topic work. We’ll look at this famous old civilisation 
and the part of the world it was based in, and how it 
changed over time. We’ll examine beliefs and daily life, and 
look to become confident historians! In addition, we’ll use 
this amazing period in human history to explore Egyptian 
art, hieroglyphics, jewellery and more – as well as use our 
STEM skills to create some truly amazing Egyptian DT skills. 
 
Physical Education 
In the summer term we will focus on hockey skills for the 
first half-term, and follow this up with tennis after the may 
holiday. In addition, we’ll have an extra PE slot on Fridays 
where we’ll take part in fun outdoor and adventurous 
activities – and hopefully we’ll have great weather for it! 
 
Music 
Through music, we will build up our ability to distinguish 
various instruments in pieces of music. We will be able 
comment on our likes / dislikes in music too, and to listen to 
different types of composers and musicians. Additionally, in 
conjunction with some of our computing, we will recognise 
how musical elements can be combined to compose music and 
notice how sounds can be combined and used expressively. 
 




